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As we begin, let me be perfectly and fundamentally clear, I believe in God who is alive, loving 
and mystically present in our lives! My quest is to help us integrate the idea of God today to 
modern educated people who have a clear and real view of the world, the universe and the 
workings of life and the universe. 
 
In 2018 we find ourselves living in very exciting and challenging times. Today we know that the 
true first word of God is not the Bible but the creation of the planet Earth. We know that the 
planet Earth is at least 31/2 billion years old. We know that the Hebrew Bible is at most, in a 
written form 2,500 years old as we have it today with an oral tradition that precedes it in the 
Jewish Scripture about 1,400 years earlier and perhaps the Moses story in some written form 
1,100 years before the writing down of the Hebrew Bible. We also know that the Hebrew 
scriptural tradition in oral form was one that was received from earlier Canaanite worshiping 
people who first had the concept of one God. A lot of the images in the Hebrew Bible came 
from Egyptian earlier spiritual thinking that we now have decoded because of the finding of the 
Rosetta Stone. 
 
This past year saw a celebration of the 500 years of the Protestant Reformation. It is now time 
for a new reformation with a new set of thesis or else Christian Spirituality will die away. This 
truth is already happening in Europe and beginning to happen in an accelerated way in North 
America. It is now time to recognize the real knowledge we know from science and re-visit the 
spiritual wisdom we have inherited. We often try mental gymnastics as an attempt to integrate 
the two traditions. This is not possible! We need to seriously examine some of our core values 
in the light of scientific reality the received doctrine of the church and strip away falsehoods 
and re-envision the messages that previous generations were trying to convey to us. 
 
The “Vicar's Voice” in this edition and in future editions through Lent and Easter will re-examine 
these received ideas, stripping away the parts that no longer make sense and redefining the 
fundamental truths. It will be a looking at us as church in the light of being members of an 
emergent progressive community. We need to proclaim our” Living God” in a manner that is 
understandable to today’s educated people. 
I will look at 12 important areas. We begin with an examination of our understanding of God. In 
subsequent editions, I will look at: Jesus the Christ, Original Sin, Virgin Birth, the understanding 
of miracles, atonement theology, Easter, the Ascension, ethics, prayer, life after death, and 
universalism. These are important areas in the life of the Christian church. They need to be 
reviewed and in some cases revised in the light of knowledge that we have today. It is my goal 
that this work will assist us in having a grounded mystical faith that is grounded in reality as well 
as of faith that can be passed on to our children and grandchildren and generations to come. 
There should be no need to do mental gymnastics in order to be a Christian whether in 2018 or 
in one hundred years in 2118. Lent is our springtime, a time of new growth. 
 



In this new century, science has been able to demonstrate for us that since the creation at the 
beginning of time of our planet within the universe, there have been five extinctions of life on 
earth. We are now in the midst of what's known as the sixth extinction. We know that when the 
dinosaurs and life around them at that time went extinct, that the animal life that was left on 
the planet began to evolve from a mouse-like animal. Over many hundreds of thousands of 
years since the fifth extinction we have evolved to the state where we find things today.  
 
In the Christmas “Vicar’s Voice” I mentioned a few scientific facts that need repeating. We 
know that our planet Earth looks like a Big Blue marble floating in space. We now know based 
on the work of Galileo and Copernicus that the earth is not the center of the universe. The 
earth and all the other planets go around the sun and that there are 400 billion galaxies with 
each galaxy having about 100 billion suns which we call stars in the ever expanding universe. 
We also know that in about 4 billion years our sun will cease to be but there are approximately 
50,000,000,000 planets that can support life. God is Creator of the universe and all that is in it. 
God's creation is far larger than we can imagine. In contrast, the ancients who wrote the Bible 
believed in a three-tiered universe with heaven above the earth and hell below and the earth 
was flat. That imagery and understanding was paramount in the early peoples drawing 
conclusions about life, death, God, sin and the physical properties of the world. 
 
Today, we also know that the imagery of early Jewish and Christian thought evolved in order to 
give people a sense of protection in the world as they experienced and understood it. James 
Russell Lowell, a poet wrote a number of years ago “Time makes ancient good uncouth”. Our 
science today along with advances in psychological science has made it much more difficult for 
people to hold ancient religious claims. As an example, “Demonic Possession” which is often 
recorded in the Bible is really the affect of the electrical chemistry of brain cells within each 
individual. Making literal the words of Scripture in today's world seems foolish! We need to re-
understand the Divine Spirit or else Christianity will continue its relentless journey into 
declining irrelevance.  
 
In our next edition we will explore an understanding of God that always was true and real but 
was lost due to the fears of ancient people and the insecure response to the Scientific Age in 
the face of the Industrial Revolution by the people of the late Reformation where the church 
sought to restrain information and use fear to maintain itself. A stance which modern people 
reject! The earlier distortion and confusion of an understanding about God, is now threatening 
the Planet 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


